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A Theoryof Participationin Elections
ANDALVAROSANDRONI*
FEDDERSEN
By TIMOTHY
in elections with costs to vote. This paper aims
at providing such a model.
Thereis considerableevidence that voters are
motivatedby a sense of civic duty (Blais, 2000).
In this paper,we offer a model in which agents
are motivated to vote out of a sense of ethical
obligation. The startingpoint for our model is
work by John C. Harsanyi(1977, 1980, 1992).
Harsanyi (1977) considers a general gametheoretic model in which people receive a payoff from acting ethically. He assumes that a
fractionof the populationare "ruleutilitarians."
A rule utilitarian is an agent who receives a
payoff for acting according to a strategy that
maximizes social welfare (the sum of utilities),
if everyone acts accordingto it. Harsanyi(1980)
illustrates his idea with an example of costly
voting. There are two candidates,one of whom
is assumed to maximize social welfare if
elected. Harsanyiassumes that a fixed fraction
of the populationvotes for the socially inferior
candidate.Given that the payoff for acting ethically is higher than the cost to vote, Harsanyi's
model provides a microlevel explanation for
turnout that depends not only on the relative
magnitudeof the cost to vote and the payoff for
acting ethically, but also upon the level of support for the inferior candidate.
Harsanyi's example relies on the assumption
that a substantialfraction of the voters are voting for an inferior candidate.If all rule utilitarians agree on which candidateis best, however,
then it's not clear why an inferior candidate
should receive any votes. In this paper, we
introducediversity into Harsanyi's framework.
We model a large election with two candidates. Each agent may vote for candidate1, vote
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The probabilitythat a single vote is pivotal is
negligible in a large election. Hence, small voting costs should dissuade turnout (Anthony
Downs, 1957). Yet, significant turnoutis often
observed. The voting literature has worked
around the "paradoxof not voting," either by
eliminating voters as strategic actors or by assuming that the decision to vote is independent
of other strategic choices. Both approachesare
problematic.Eliminatingvoters as strategic actors flies in the face of considerable evidence
that voting behavior is strategic. For example,
voters seem to condition their choice on the
viability of candidates(Paul R. Abramsonet al.,
1992). Similarly, voting behavior under plurality rule is broadly consistent with the predictions of strategic voting (Gary C. Cox, 1997).
Turnout is also correlated with education and
income levels (Raymond E. Wolfinger and
Steven J. Rosenstone, 1980). This is consistent
with game-theoreticmodels that show that information levels influence turnout (Feddersen
and Wolfgang Pesendorfer, 1996, 1997).
Alternatively, assuming that voters behave
strategicallywhile in the voting booth, but not
when deciding to vote, also seems to contradict
empirical data. William H. Riker and Peter C.
Ordeshook(1968) find that turnoutis inversely
related to voting costs, and Andr6Blais (2000)
finds that closeness of elections influences turnout. This suggests that voters take the costs and
benefits of participationinto account.
Given the extensive evidence of strategic
voter behavior,it is unsettlingthatso far thereis
not a canonical rationalchoice model of voting
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preferencesare not necessarily related to social
welfare and are not identical across all voters.'
There are two types of agents in our model:
those who prefercandidate1 (type 1) and those
who prefercandidate2 (type 2). We assume that
thereare more type 2 agents thantype 1. Hence,
we call type 2 agents the majority and type 1
agents the minority. Fixing the probability of
winning for each candidate,all agents prefer to
minimize the cost of the election.
In our model, each agent has an action he
should take and receives utility from taking this
action. Given a preferencetype, a rule defines a
cut-off point such that agents with voting costs
below this threshold should vote for their favored candidate. Agents with voting costs
above the thresholdshould abstain.We say that
agents who act as they should are "doing their
part." Some agents (called ethicals) receive a
payoff for doing their part which is sufficiently
high so they preferto act as they should. Other
agents (called abstainers) receive no payoff for
doing their part and, therefore,always abstain.
The central question in our model is which
rules will ethical agents determine they must
follow. Agents face a basic trade-offwhen they
evaluate the merits of different rules. If followed, a rule that directsmore agents of a given
type to vote producesa higher chance that their
favored candidateis elected, but at a highercost
of voting. Ethical agents take as given the behavior of abstainers and ethical agents of the
other type when deciding which rule should be
followed. Under this assumption, each voter
independentlydecides that the right rule is the
one that produces the best social outcome
(given his preferences). We say that a behavioral rule profile is consistent if it defines rules
that each type of agent decides he must follow,
given a proper anticipationof the behavior of
other types of agents.
Our model delivers comparative statics results on turnout,winning probabilities,and margin of victory as a function of parameterssuch
as the level of disagreementwithin the electorate, the importanceof the election, voting costs,
and the payoff for doing one's part.The level of
1

Hence, voters are not necessarilyrule utilitariansin our
model.
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disagreement is measured by the size of the
minority. The importanceof the election is the
weight in voters' preferencesgiven to who wins
the electionrelativeto the votingcosts. Therefore,
in additionto the comparativestaticsresults,welfare comparisonscan be conductedbecause the
model relatesendogenousvariablessuch as turnout and marginof victoryto agents' preferences.
When the size of the minoritybecomes arbitrarily small (and all agents are assumed to be
rule utilitarians)our model becomes like Harsanyi's: there is essentially only one ethical
type. In that case, turnout goes to zero. This
result shows the importanceof heterogeneityof
preferencesas a factor in explaining turnout.It
also illustrateswhy Harsanyi's model does not
explain turnout.
In one respect, our model is similar to the
earliermodel proposedby Rikerand Ordeshook
(1968). They analyze a model of participationin
which agents receive a "duty"payoff when they
vote for theirpreferredcandidate.Ethicalagents
in our model also receive the equivalent of a
duty payoff when they act accordingto the best
rule. In Rikerand Ordeshook'smodel, however,
the action an agent should take is determined
exogenously. In contrast, the action an agent
should take is determinedendogenously in our
model. It may be (and often is) the case that
some agents receive an additional payoff for
voting, while others receive a payoff for not
voting. This follows because some agents will
reason they should vote, while otherwill decide
that they should not. More importantly, our
comparativestatics results differ from those of
Riker and Ordeshook. For example, in Riker
and Ordeshook, turnout levels are fixed and
independentof the relative size of the minority.
In contrast,our model predictsthat turnoutwill
be higher among the minoritythanthe majority,
yet the majority'spreferredcandidatewins with
probabilitygreaterthan a half.
It is also instructiveto compareour results to
those in the model of Thomas R. Palfrey and
Howard Rosenthal (1983, 1985). Their model
relies on events of insignificantlikelihood, such
as the chances of being pivotal in a large election. These models provide useful insights, but
they cannotexplain large-scaleturnoutwith reasonable voting costs. Moreover, these results
are unlikely to be robust. Otherfactors, such as
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a marginal desire to vote for one's favorite
candidate,may radicallyalter the predictionsof
such models. Conversely, our results would not
be significantly altered if there is a small, but
positive, chance that a vote is pivotal.
In both Palfrey and Rosenthal (1983, 1985)
and in our model, there is a negative correlation
between turnout and margin of victory. Our
resultfollows from the fact thatwhen the size of
the minority is small, agents in the majority
group can win the election with high probability, even with low turnout.In a consistent rule
profile, only a small fractionof a large majority
will participate,but this fraction is sufficiently
large to ensure a high chance of victory. So,
expected turnout will be small and expected
margin of victory large. As the size of the
minority increases, the preferred rule of the
majority requires a large turnout. When the
group sizes are equal, the expected margin of
victory is minimized and expected turnoutmaximized. Turnoutand margin of victory are inversely related when the level of disagreement
within the electorate changes, but these variables need not be inversely related when other
parametersof the model vary. For example, we
show a positive relationshipbetween expected
turnoutand marginof victory as the importance
of the election changes.
In Section I we present our model, and in
Section II we show the comparativestatics the
model delivers. In Section III we justify our
modelling choices, analyze the robustness of
our results, and discuss some relatedwork. The
paper is concluded in Section IV.
I. The Basic Model
We model an election with two candidates, 1
and 2, and a continuum of voters who must
either vote for candidate1, vote for candidate2,
or abstain. Let A be the set of these three actions. The election is decided by majorityrule.
Each agenthas a cost of voting given by > 0
multipliedby an independentuniformlydistributed random variable over the interval (0, 1).
The cost of voting can be thought of as, for
example, the time spent in the process of voting.
We assume that each agent's cost of voting is
independent of any other random variable in
this model. Each agent knows her own realized
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voting costs, but not the realization of other
agents' voting costs.
Agents have preferences about which candidate wins and the social cost of the election.
These preferencesreflect not only agents' selfinterestbut also their religious, ethical, or philosophical perspectives. For example, they
might be associated with a notion of social
welfare (utilitarianism),a concern for distributive justice, or supportfor humanrights.2
There are two types of agents. Type 1 agents
prefercandidate1 andtype 2 agentsprefercandidate 2. Preferencesmust reflect choices, but no
single agent decides who will be elected. Hence,
preferences over social outcomes reflect the
choices the agentwould make if he were a social
plannerand could make such decisions. We assumethatall agentspreferthe socialcost of voting
to be minimized.So, if the agent were the social
planner,then,holdingconstantthe probabilitythat
candidate1 wins the election,he preferslow turnout to minimizethe social costs of voting.3Formally, type 1 and 2 agentshave a utilityfunction
given by
(1)

wp

respectively,wherep is the probabilitythat candidate1 wins the election,4 is the expectedsocial
cost of voting, and w E R is a parameterof the
model we call the importanceof the election.4

2 See John E. Roemer (1996) for an exposition of these
ideas.
3 Readersmay wonder if this assumptionis at odds with
the fact thatpeople worryabout low turnout.Expressionsof
concern about low turnoutneed not representa concern for
turnout,per se. Instead, people may be concerned by what
low turnoutsignals about society, e.g., lack of civic mindedness. If the winner of the election is fixed (independently
of the votes) along with the level of civic mindedness,then
a desire to maximize turnoutseems hardto justify. Even so,
including agents who preferhigh turnout(or are indifferent
aboutturnout)is not problematic.We only requirethatsome
agents prefer to minimize social costs. We do not include
agents who prefer high turnoutbecause in effect we would
be assuming what we are trying to explain.
4 Holding everything else constant, the higher the value
of w, the higher the expected social cost that agents would
be willing to trade for an increase in the chances that their
favored candidate wins. Thus, w parameterizesthe importance of the difference between the two candidatesrelative
to the social cost of voting.
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The fractionof type 1 agents in the electorate
is k E (0, V2].So, type 1 agents are a minority.
The parameterk may be thoughtof as indicating
the level of disagreementwithin the electorate.
When k is small, almost everyone agrees that
candidate2 is preferredto candidate 1. When k
is close to 0.5 the society is nearly divided on
the question of which candidateis preferable.
The model as defined so far is standard.In
voting games, as above, with a continuum of
agents and costly voting thereare genericallyno
equilibria in which a positive fraction of the
populationparticipates.We now alter this standard game. We assume that each agent has a
rule thathe understandshe should follow. If this
agent acts according to this rule, then we say
that the agent is "doing his part."We assume
that some agents derive utility from doing their
part.
Let a rule profile be cutoff points oi E [0, 1],
i E { 1, 2}, which specify thattype i agents with
costs below oi, should vote for i and type i
agents with costs above oic should abstain.
Some agents (called ethical agents) receive a
payoff D > c for doing theirpartand, therefore,
always do so. Other agents (called abstainers)
receive zero payoff for doing their part. They
always preferto abstain.The fractionof ethical
agents in each type group, q, and q2, are independent and uniformly distributedover [0, 1].
In Riker and Ordeshook (1968), the set of
agents who understandthey should vote is exogenously determined.Unlike Riker and Ordeshook (1968), we assume that the agents
determinetheir best rule as follows: taking the
behaviorof abstainersand ethical agents of type
E
{ 1, 2 } as given, each ethicalagenttype i
independently considers what would occur if
they (i.e., ethicals of type i) all follow rule oi.
The rule 00 that produces the best social outcome (for type i) is the one thateach type i agent
reasonsis the rule he shouldfollow."5
Agents face a trade-off when determining
which rule to follow. A higher cutoff oi implies
a higher chance that his favored candidate is
elected, but also a higher social cost. We now

5 Hence, we can subsume the Riker and Ordeshook
(1968) model by considering preferences such that agents
will understandthey should always vote, no matterthe cost.
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formalize this trade-off. Assume that ethical
The
agents follow the rule profile (u1,
02).
expected social cost of voting is

(o",

(kE(4" )
O2) c

xax

+ (1 - k)E(q2)

=

(4c)(k(12

xax

+ (1 -

Candidate 1 is elected if he receives the majority of votes. This occurs if

kq10a0

(1 - k)q2-2

42
(1 kO'
-k-ql (1
-k)

2

So, candidate 1 is elected with probability

p(00,

a2)

= F(1

-

k)a02)'

where F is the cumulative distributionfunction
of c72/11.
Given agents' preferences in (1), it follows
that if ethical agents act according to the rule
then the induced payoffs for
profile (a,,
02),
E
i
agents type
{1, 2} are

R,(1, a,)

wp(01, a2)

R2(o1, a2) ' w(1 -p(1,

02)
014o,

a2)) - ~(01, a2).

So, when evaluating the merits of different
behavioralrules, the costs that agents take into
account are those of the entire society. Stephen
Coate and Michael Conlin (2004) show an alternative version of our model where agents
consider only the voting costs of their group.
Both alternatives are reasonable and produce
similar models. Our choice is closer in spiritto
the rule-utilitarianapproach that inspired this
paper.In this approach,agents take into account
the welfare of the entire society when reasoning
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what they should do (although agents might
disagree on which policies are best).
DEFINITION 1 (Consistency requirement):
The pair (aoT,
E (0, 1] x (0, 1] is a
consistent rule profile if
(2) R, (aT,aZ)

o)

-

R1(-V1,

(3) R2(aT,
ao-) - R2(-, 02)

The consistent rule profile (aT, o') can be
derived, in closed-form solution, as a function
of the parameters(k, w, c, D). Let the cumulative distributionand density functionof ql/q2 (F
andf, respectively) be given by
z
F(z)= 2

1].6

If a rule profile is not consistent, then at least
one agent must conclude that the ethical agents
of his type should follow an alternative rule
and, thereby, achieve a better outcome. Conversely, in a consistent rule profile, no agent
concludes that the ethical agents of his type can
achieve a better outcome by following an alternative rule.
An agent may take a costly action even
thoughhe understandsthatthis single action has
no effect on the final outcome and, hence, does
not benefit anyone. They take these costly actions because they feel morally obligated to do
their part. The right behavioral rules are determined by the cutoff points
and
cao.
Ethical agents of type i E { 1, c02} understand
they should vote for i when their voting cost is
below ca0 and abstainwhen their voting cost is
above co
The consistent rules (o-4, a) are determined
so thateach voter correctlyanticipatesbehavior.
No agent is surprisedby the observed behavior
of any other agent. Hence, the cutoff points caT
and ce determinehow agents understandthey
should behave, and also how agents will
behave.7

F(z)=

1

1
f(z)=- 2 if z<1;
-

ifz-l;

for ao E [0, 1];
for O2 E [0,
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1
Z ifzl1.

1
Af(z)=~

ifz

1.

Let k (k/1 - k). The first-orderconditions
of the maximizationproblem (2) are
(4)

wf

1

k-2)k

- k

=0

ifu E (0, 1)
if

0"

=

1.

Note thatfTz)= fTl/z)1/z2. So, the first-order
conditions of the maximizationproblem(3) can
be written as

(5)

w k

2

2
c2 02

- (1 - k)
=0
0

if E (0, 1)
if -22 =l.

With some algebra, it can be shown that the
solution to (4) and (5) is given by Table 1.
II. Propertiesof ConsistentProfiles

The final outcome of a large democratic
election, where each agent independently decides to vote or to abstain in the absence of
6 The level of turnout for each group type must be
incentives such as bribes or pressure, depends
strictly positive. Otherwise,one group can win the election
on the fraction of agents who support each
at a infinitesimallysmall social cost.
k and 1 - k, and also on the
If
the
candidate,
D
for
one's
is
but
payoff
doing
part positive,
7
smaller than the maximum cost c, then when rules are
fractions (l
and q2o'2, which is comprised
evaluated agents must take into account that some rules
of ethicals of each preference type who unmight not be followed. We refer the reader to Feddersen
derstand they should vote. Thus, a fraction
and Sandroni (2005) for a discussion on this issue. This
of the electorate will vote for 1, a
paper is availableat https://kellogg.northwestern.edu/faculty/
fraction (1 - k)G\2i of the electorate will
fedderse/homepage/papers/dutytechnicalb.pdf.
kql
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TABLE1--CONSISTENT
INCLOSED
PROFILES
FORMI
wl~4

S

1

/c

21

3

' = 1

t

=

wi

=*

k
wk
c(1 k)2
-

kc1

-

k 3
- k)3

S
if

'

vote for 2, and all others will abstain. Hence,
the expected total turnout is
E(ka-1q

+ (1 -

k)0-*q2)

= 0.5(k0- + (1 - k)o-*).
The expected margin of victory is
(1 MV
k)qo'a'
E(1 - k)42o~ + kq0,okqo

(2 In 2 +

k-k)

ko(1 -

1 - In

ap(ir, a2)

Bo-,

v2

wo-2a-2)

01

ap(aO,
and

0-*k
o- k)) "

The expected marginof victory and the probability of victory for candidate 2 are both increasing functions of [(1 - k)c-/ko-*] z 1.
Hence, the comparativestatics results for them
are identical.
It follows from the equations above (and the
closed-form solutions for o- and a0- in Table 1) that T, MV, and PV can be obtained as a
function of the parameters(k, w, c, D). Therefore, a formal derivation of the properties of
consistent profiles can be obtained by direct
investigation of these functions. We omit this
derivationand reportthe results.

k
)2
(1l- - k)2

Figure 1 illustratesProperty 1.
The idea behind the proof of property1 is as
follows: From equations(4) and (5), it is immediate that changes in participationrates (o- and
02) lead to a ratio of marginalbenefits (and also
a ratio of marginalcosts) given by

k)
In 1 + (1+(1-k)-k0

The probability of victory for candidate 2
(supportedby the majority)is

w
w

1

k)2

PROPERTY1: The expectedfraction of agents
in the majority group who vote (0.50-o) is
smaller than the expectedfraction of agents in
the minoritygroup who vote (0.50-T).However,
the total expected turnout of the majority
(0.5(1 - k)o') is greater than the total expected
turnoutof the minority(0.5koT).

(6)

F(
P V =--F

c

k
(1

acrT=-o-O-1
2= 1

T

1
k

if

a4(o-,a2)
001
a(a1, a"2)

ko'1

8

(1 - k)o2a

0o2
The ratio of marginal benefits depends on
participationrates, while the ratio of marginal
costs depends on expected turnout.So, assume,
by contradiction,that, in a consistent rule profile, the participationrate of the majority is
equal to (or higherthan)the participationrate of

8

Here, we assume an interiorsolution to (4) and (5).
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I

~1

2
(1-k)o
ko1
O
0

Level of disagreement (k)

0.5

FIGURE 1. EXPECTED FRACTION OF TURNOUT IN EACH
GROUP AS A FUNCTION OF THE LEVEL OF DISAGREEMENT(k)

Note: The figure holds for the case in which D is greater
than /2 and c/w > 2.

the minority(i.e., o-).
It follows from (6)
that, when evaluatingrules, a marginalincrease
in their participationrate is more costly and
equally (or less) beneficial for agents in the
majoritythanin the minority.This is impossible
in a consistent profile. For both sides, marginal
costs and benefits must be equal.
Assume, by contradiction,that the minority
has an equal (or greater)chance of winning the
election (i.e., koT z (1 - k)o-). By (6), the
marginal benefit of increasing participation
ratesis greaterfor the majority,but the marginal
costs are equal (or smaller for the majority).
This is impossible in a consistent profile.
In our model, a single vote cannot change
election outcomes. Nevertheless, there is a
"pivotality" aspect to the model. The benefits
for the minority of increasing their participation rate from o1 to o-1 + A is (w multiplied
by) the probability that such an increase
would alter the outcome of the election in
favor of the minority. So, increasing participation rates (by A) is beneficial only if the
group in question is behind in votes, but
the election is sufficiently close to a tie, so
that the difference in votes is smaller than
the extra turnout. Otherwise, the extra turnout is wasted. The expected extra turnout
of the minority (E(Akql)) is smaller than
the expected extra turnout of the majority
(E(A(1 - k)q2)). Increasing turnout is rele-
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vant only when the election is close to a tie,
however. Conditional on the election being
tied, the expected extra turnout for the minority is E(Akql(1 - k)ao2q2 = kO-ql), and
E(A(1 - k)c21(1 - k)o2q2 = kolql) for the
majority.Like the ratio of marginalbenefits in
(6), the ratio of these conditional expected values is o2/o"1(independentlyof k). The intuition
on the ratio of marginalcosts in (6) is immediate. It is more costly for the majority than for
the minorityto increasetheirparticipationrates,
because the unconditionalexpected extra turnout is greaterfor the majority.9
In the Palfrey and Rosenthal (1983, 1985)
model, agents consider the effect of changing
only one vote, which is beneficialonly when the
election is tied or the voters' preferredcandidate
is behind by one vote. In our model, agents
consider the effect of changing many votes,
which is also relevantonly when their preferred
candidateis tied or slightly behind in votes. In
spite of this similarity,the conclusions of these
two models differ significantly. In the Palfrey
and Rosenthal model, the minority may be just
as likely to win a large election as the majority
(even if the majorityis overwhelminglylarge).
It is also useful to contrastthe propertiesof
our model with the results that would be obtained in a purely decision-theoretic model
along the lines of Riker and Ordeshook(1968),
where it is exogenously determinedthat agents
understandthey should vote. In such a model,
turnout is determined by the fraction of the
electorate with cost to vote less than D. So, the
participationrate of the majorityand the minority is min{(D/c), 1}. Hence, unlike our model,
the participationrate of the minorityis identical
to that of the majority. This shows that the
differences in turnoutbetween the majorityand
the minority are related to the fact that agents
endogenously determine how they should
behave.
PROPERTY 2: Expected turnout is strictly
positive, and converges to zero as the level of
disagreementgoes to zero.
We thank an anonymous referee for this point.
10See Colin M. Campbell (1999), Tilman Borgers
(2004), Stefan Krasaand MattiasPolborn(2004), andCurtis
R. Taylor and Huseyin Yildiram (2005).
9
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profile, the majority turnoutmust be appropriately chosen at a low level. This avoids waste in
voting efforts. Consequently,the turnoutof the
election is small. Given that the majority wins
the election with high probability,the expected
margin of victory must be large.
A more formal way of seeing this point is as
follows: from equation (6) (and the fact that
marginalcosts and benefits equal), we obtain

1

Marginof victory

Turnout

k
(7)

0
0

Levelof disagreement(k)

0.5

FIGURE2. EXPECTED
MARGINOF VICTORYAND TURNOUT
AS A FUNCTION OF THE LEVEL OF DISAGREEMENT

Property2 shows that turnoutis not simply a
consequenceof our assumptionthat some agents
receive positive payoff for doing their part. It
also depends upon the level of disagreementin
the electorate. The intuition for property 2 is
that, as group 2 becomes an overwhelmingmajority, they can vote at a low level and win the
election with high probability.Properties2 and
3 are illustratedin Figure 2.
PROPERTY3: Expected turnoutis increasing
in the level of disagreement,while the expected
margin of victory is decreasing in the level of
disagreement.
Property3 illustrateshow our model can produce an inverse correlationbetween margin of
victory and turnout,which has often been the
focus of study in the empirical literature(see
John C. Matsusaka, 1991; Ron Shachar and
Barry Nalebuff, 1999; Blais, 2000).
The intuitionbehind Property3 is as follows:
assume that the majority is overwhelmingly
large. Then, the majority group can set their
voting thresholdat a low level and still win the
election with high probability.At this point,their
marginalbenefit(for increasingturnouteven further)is low. Marginalcosts are also low because
increasingthe voting thresholdinducesadditional
low-cost agents to vote. So, in a consistent rule

0-2\1/
"I

Thus, when the level of disagreementgoes to
zero (k 0), the turnoutof the majoritygoes to
zero (u2 -* 0). On the the hand,considergroups
of equal size (i.e., k = V2).By (7), the partici=
pation rates of both groups are the same,
or
o7. An intuition is as follows: assume, by contradiction,thatthe groupschoose differentvoting
thresholds.The groupwith a largerthresholdhas
higher marginalcost for increasingturnout(because it requiresadditionalhigher-costagentsto
vote) and a lower marginalbenefit for increasing turnout (because this group has a higher
probabilityof winning the election). This is not
possible in a consistent rule profile because of
the equality between marginalcosts and benefits. It follows that both sides choose the same
turnout level and, so, the expected margin of
victory must be low. Expected turnoutmust be
large because decreasingturnoutdecreasesmarginal costs but does not decrease marginalbenefits. Hence, a low turnoutlevel makes marginal
benefits greaterthan marginalcosts.
In the model of Riker and Ordeshook(1968),
the expected turnoutdoes not change with the
level of disagreement.An inverse relationship
between turnout and margin of victory seems
inconsistent with their model.
-

PROPERTY 4: Expected turnout and margin
of victory are increasing in the importanceof
election (w) and decreasing in the average voting cost (c/2).
The propertythat expected turnoutincreases
with the importanceof the election is consistent
with the evidence that turnout is higher for
presidential elections than state elections (see
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Ruy Teixeira, 1987). The margin of victory is
also increasing in the importance of the election. When the importance of the election is
very high, both groups participateat maximum
levels. Hence, the margin of victory is determined by the size of the groups and, therefore,
is high. When the importance of the election
decreases, turnout also decreases because the
marginalbenefit of participationdecreases and
the marginal costs remain the same. This decreases the chances that the candidate favored
by the majority wins the election (hence, decreasesthe expected marginof victory) because
the fraction of the minority who vote is higher
than the majority. In expectation, the election
becomes closer to a tie when both partiesare not
in full turnoutthan when they are.
The inverse relationship shown in Figure
2 obtains as the level of disagreementchanges.
Property4 shows, however, that changes in the
importanceof the election can produce a positive correlationbetween margin of victory and
turnout.
Property 4 contrasts with the results in the
decision theoreticliterature.In Riker and Ordeshook, neither turnoutnor expected margin of
victory changes when the importance of the
election changes. Our model shows that both
the expected turnoutand the margin of victory
are related to the importance of the election.
Property4 is illustratedin Figure 3.

When voting costs increase,the minoritymay
be better off because of an increase in their
chances of winning. The majorityis never better
off.
PROPERTY5: Expected turnoutis weakly increasing in the payofffor doing one's part (D)
while the expected margin of victory is weakly
decreasing in D.
Property 5 shows an inverse correlation
between the expected margin of victory and
turnoutas D changes.11In the decision-theoretic
literature,the D term and the cost to vote (c) are
somewhatinterchangeablebecause behaviordepends only on the ratioD/c. In our setting,these
variableshave distincteffects. Ourmodeldelivers
a positive correlationbetween expected turnout
and marginof victoryas the expectedcost to vote
changes,and a negativecorrelationas the payoff
for doing one's partchanges.Property5 is illustratedin Figure4.
To provide an intuitionfor the result that the
expected margin of victory is decreasing in D,
consider the case in which D is very small
relative to c. The payoff for doing one's partis
small and so, in a consistent rule profile, only
11
The comparative statics results on D require us to
consider the case D < c.
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ethical agents with low costs vote. The cut-off
point that determines when agents should abstain is given by D for both parties.It cannotbe
optimal to reduce turnoutbecause the reduction
in total voting costs would be small. As D
increases, turnoutincreases. Then, the fraction
of the minority who vote is no longer equal to
the fractionof the majoritywho vote. The fraction of the minority who vote becomes greater
than the fractionof the majoritywho vote. This
decreases the chances that the candidate supported by the majority wins. It also decreases
the expected margin of victory.
III. GeneralModel and Results
Behavior motivated by moral considerations
is fairly novel in formal models, both in political science and in game theory. Therefore, it
might be useful to review our modelling choices
and the robustnessof our results. Some of our
modelling choices have little or no impact on
the results.Perhapsagents shouldreceive a payoff for doing their part only when they take a
costly action. This would prevent abstainers
from receiving this payoff. In our model, however, these agents abstain with or without this
proviso. Otherassumptionsare simplifying. For
example, there is no loss of generality in restrictingbehavioralrules to be based on cut-off
points. This is formally demonstratedin our
companion paper, Feddersen and Sandroni
(2005), where we allow agents to consider arbitrary rules (i.e., any mapping from costs to
actions). The intuitionbehind this result is that
the least costly way to achieve a given level of
turnout is to have low-cost agents vote and
high-cost agents abstain.
One of our main assumptions is that when
ethical agents of a given type consider which
rule to follow they take as given the behaviorof
abstainersand ethical agents of a differenttype.
In Feddersenand Sandroni(2005), we providea
foundation for this assumption. We consider
several ways in which agents could evaluate
rules. At one extreme, agents could take as
given the behavior of all other agents. At the
other extreme, agents could consider rules that
apply to everyone. We show thatif agents are to
evaluate rules under correct assumptions,then
we must assume that agents take as given the
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behavior of abstainersand ethical agents of a
different type.
In our companion paper, we show the existence and uniquenessof a consistentrule profile
for a more general class of elections than consideredhere. We also analyze the robustnessof
our comparativestaticsresultswhen the fraction
of voters of each type is allowed to be random,
and when assumptionsof uniform distributions
for voting costs and fractions of ethical agents
are relaxed. Some properties(like 1 and 2) are
quite general, but not every aspect of our comparative statics results generalize. In contrast
with Property 4, we provide an example in
which expected turnout decreases as the disagreement level increases from one point to
another. Expected turnout cannot, however,
monotonically decrease in the whole range of
disagreementlevels because it approacheszero
when the level of disagreementvanishes.
A. Related Work
Coate and Conlin (2005) structurallyestimated our model using data from liquor referenda in Texas. Theirresults show thatthe model
can explain the wide variationin the turnoutof
differentcommunities.Moreover,the model fits
the data better than do reasonable alternatives,
such as the intensity model that postulates that
people are more likely to vote when they feel
more strongly about the issue.
Models by Rebecca B. Morton (1991), Shacharand Nalebuff (1999), and CaroleJ. Ulhaner
(1989) assume that elites produce participation
by providing incentives for voting.'2 The elitebased models do not make explicit the underlying mechanism generating turnout. Perhaps
elites make the voting costs of a part of the
electoratenegative either by bribingor by pressuring voters. Naturally,in this case there is no
"paradoxof not voting." As Shacharand Nalebuff (1999) note, an importantcomponentof the
power of elites comes from their ability to persuade members of their party to vote. The difficulty is thatwithoutchangingthe costs to vote,

12 See Feddersen (2004) for a review of group-based
versus game-theoreticmodels of turnout.
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standardmodels cannot explain how agents can
be persuadedto vote.
Our model can deliver the microfoundations
for persuasive elites because agents care about
how they should behave and, therefore, elites
might provide credible information about the
importanceof the election and therebyincrease
turnout. Large-scale turnout may still occur,
however, in the absence of elites. In this paper,
we focus on a basic model without elites and
several other importantinstitutionaldetails. We
leave for future work a model in which elites
communicatewith the electorate.
IV. Conclusion
Participationin large democraticelections is
influenced by voters' sense of civic duty. This
motivates a basic model in which agents endogenously determine how they should behave.
Our model delivers testable implications and
predictsvariationsin expected turnoutand margin of victory as a function of costs to vote,
level of disagreementwithin the electorate, importanceof the election, and agents' incentives
to do theirpart.Ourresultsalso show thatcostly
voting and strategicconsiderationsmay coexist
in a formal model. This provides a solid foundation for a theory of costly voting.
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